The Dailies: February 28th-March 6th 2022
Deaths-head Moths, Riot Girls & Missing Socks
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for February 28th through March 6th, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summer Night Oracle Lenormand deck.
As if we weren't already dealing with a full plate, here comes the new week, disconnecting our easy buttons, removing all the spoons in the silverware drawer, and leaving us with missing socks in the dryer.  
Monday 2/28 chance rx +world #witch
On Monday the 28th, Chance is in reverse, indicating that a certain stagnation may be present. Crossed by the world, this reversal or stagnation is perceived as if energy is simply not moving, albeit it is...just slowly. Chance in this circumstance is something more of a pause, much like a retrograde, where contemplation and reviewing will be not only needed or forced -but desired- as a strategy instead of a defense. At this time, guidance and direction seem to be lacking. Streams seem to be locked up. Inner strengths and feelings are required to regain some kind of self-power. Witch in the on position. 
Tuesday 3/1 death +black Philip #sunflower rx
Temper temper...
On Tuesday the 31st, we are thrown head-first into the stew pot and we are boiling. Chance reversed and the stagnation produced by it has enforced stronger energy: that of powerful, and imminent change, but also accompanying anger. The caterpillar of reflection has emerged as the death-head moth: an omen of death; ...but what is death in the tarot? Symbolically, it is the death of the old, with major shifts as a catalyst for transformation. Imminent change, timely changes, yes..the wheel turns and the cycle repeats, however...great change, crossed by great desire may bring feelings of potency without sustainability, especially when those desires are on overdrive. Anger feels like control sometimes, and sometimes, that anger does serve; however, when it turns into hostility, it's not a pleasant feeling and breeds even more trouble. Big ideas and plans rarely go well without a reliable, charted course in which to establish a new way of being, thinking, or acting, and if you're blindly angry, you can't see where you're going. 
Sunflower reversed tells the tale of this unsustainability, as it suggests that feelings of illness, insecurity, and isolation were the triggers for feeling this way in the first place. Complacency, aggravation, and anger are never solid foundations on which to build, and surely not a good or fertile place in which to launch a decision. Sometimes, striking when the iron is hot is a good way to push through a situation, however, in this circumstance, the activation of such may be powerfully obstinate, if not catastrophic. The upside is you get powerful change either way. One is just more painful than its alternative. Witch switch on; Riot Girl in the off position today.         
Wednesday 3/2 sunflower +blood apple #grave rx
On Wednesday, both ability and motivation are up. Changes from yesterday have been considered and felt, and we've allowed the headspace to plan more effectively. Pulling energy and strength up from our roots is absolutely necessary. Even though it's challenging, and we frequently go kicking and screaming about it, the easy button is ineffective here, and we've now realized it. Blood apple reminds us that whichever way we decided to slice our apple, the chain reaction of thoughts and feelings will begin the transformations we need...one way or another. we know that sustainable courses of action require looking at things from perspectives we hadn't considered, or doing more work when we're already exhausted. Carefully we walk the path in our chosen, but unfamiliar direction. We need to practice caution, especially where nostalgia ad things from the past are concerned. 
Thursday 3/3 direction +world #chance
The winds of change have shifted our sails, but in doing so, on Thursday, we may come to see things a bit more clearly. New directions and new ways to do things are highlighted. Review and choice again come into play and requires attention and decision. Roll the dice, just be careful where you roll them.
Friday 3/4 harmony rx +broom #drying herbs rx
On Friday, Harmony is in reverse, indicating that we may have some feelings of dismay. 
Where are my keys? Where are my shoes? Why don't my socks match?
Broom is crossing, indicating a call to action, so no doubt it is this duty, responsibility, or obligation that has caused the feelings of discontentment. "I need a break" is the mantra today. Since broom often indicates a clean-up, there could be something that was overlooked or procrastination has led to something being dealt with at the last minute. Feeling overwhelmed has left psychological debris and cloudy thinking. Drying herbs are reversed, so frustration due to a lack of resources, or being caught off guard may be what sets off the late afternoon into the early evening.  Brain energy is in short supply. Available resources may not be adequate or may be temporarily unavailable. Psychological 404's may litter your thoughts today, but this is also temporary. Give yourself a break, slow down. You don't have to have the answers to everything all of the time, even when others expect you to.
Saturday 3/5 creativity rx +ghost #ancestors
Creativity may seem a bit stifled or blocked on Saturday. Yesterday was a kick in the clock. Emotions may be triggered by comparing current situations to past events. Looking back on things is fine, and it is indeed good to remember where you've been as not to repeat patterns that brought us discomfort or pain; however, we have to keep in mind that the old ways are not always the best, and as we integrate these new ideas and concepts we've learned along the way,  opportunities will open up for us, just like they used to...just in a different way. I'll try not to sulk, or fall into feelings of anxiety, and hopelessness today, by giving my brain a break, finding comfort in a warm bubble bath, or warm tea, and a nice movie or game of cards with a friend.       
Sunday 3/6 grave rx +the lovers #illumination rx
Yesterday's nostalgia leaves an emotional bruise on Sunday, but we know that we have to let dead things remain buried. Everything has its time and season, and change is inevitable. Our loved ones, be they friends or family, have given us emotional support, kindness, patience, and wise words throughout the week. Illumination is in reverse, so we may still feel angry, or confused about situations that have transpired. Lack of understanding does not mean ignorance, so today may be a good day to be thankful for those who hold us close, and meditate on why we still may be grieving things from the past or finding certain patterns of behavior hard to let go of.  
Summary: Emotions seep up through the cracks. The news sucks. People are cranky. War and rumors of bad shit prevail on through the week. Everyone is on boil mode. Concern leads to worry, leads to nostalgia, and feelings of loss and anger. We're forced to deal with situations we don't want to, feel things we don't have the emotional resources to feel, and may even feel lazy and resentful. We are drained. Leave the room when you need to, even if it's to go to the bathroom and cry it out. Turn off the tv and go outside. Think before speaking and reacting.
It's ok to say "I'm just not in the mood right now", or "I've got a lot going on right now, and need a few hours to think that over", or "Mmhmm...ok. Well, I'm just not going to respond to that right now" and then go punch a pillow or throw an ax at a tree stump or something.
I know, these readings lately are all heavy, and even though I'd love nothing better than to give you a better forecast, however, candy-coating the issues and blowing rainbow smoke up your ass isn't going to help. Besides, you're too strong and too intelligent for that anyway. It's gonna sting, but we can do this. 
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. Tune in here every Sunday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Stay strong and be safe everyone.    

